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IIEQ Pro is a powerful VST plugin for creating unique, innovative equalization effects without being a programmer. IIEQ Pro does what you want to do with high-quality sound. The effects are based on 24dB/Octave High-Pass, 12dB/Octave LP (Low Pass) and 12dB/Octave
HP (High Pass) digital filters with a variety of processing capabilities including phase inversion, crossover, notch filters, gain, resonance, distortion, compression, expansion, equalization and other advanced effects. IIEQ Pro provides intuitive controls and works with all
types of audio, including instruments and vocals. An intuitive interface allows new users to quickly and easily create effects that are unique to them. IIEQ Pro Features: High-Pass (HP), Low-Pass (LP), Peak (P), Notch (N), Band-Pass (BP), All Pass (AP), Low-Shelf (LS) and
High-Shelf (HS) filters 12dB/Octave LP (Low Pass) and 12dB/Octave HP (High Pass) digital filters Frequency response from 12dB/Octave to 24dB/Octave Phasing in and out Power and feedback controls Volume, Gain, EQ controls Custom user presets and skins MIDI Chord
Automation MIDI synchronization for live performance All filters can be wired in series or in parallel for more combinations “Reverse” and “Log” settings for opposite filter behavior “FX Invert” button for Phasing in and out filter behavior “Delay/Echo” controls for time and
feedback delay for all filters Built-in amplifier compressor Built-in limiter to prevent clipping “Instant recall” feature Built-in reverb Built-in dynamic effect Built-in effect chain Built-in mixer for combining effects Built-in sound editor Built-in MIDI recorder Built-in settings
window Built-in presets and user skins Built-in virtual instruments “Freeze” feature for time-based effects “Automatic Key” to indicate instrument being played Set instrument name for songs Set instrument name for plugins Exportable presets Intuitive interface Works
with any DAW Automated Chord Automation Fixed Split Screen for automation Built-in MIDI recorder Built-in dynamic effect Built
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A set of choices for multi-band high pass and low pass filter, 2-pole and 4-pole low pass, 4-pole high pass and all pass filters, band reject filters and a set of choices for the filter selection. In addition to this, there is an option for equalizing the first and last octave and
another one for smooth transition between bands. And lastly, there is an option for adapting the filter slopes to the FFT size. Keymacro (Macro) Description: Provides the functionality to automate the majority of VST plugin parameter settings. For example, choose an input,
output sample rate, a down sampling factor, a cut off frequency and the filter types and slopes to use. And lastly, there is an option for adjusting the filter frequency according to the bandwidth and center frequency. VST Plugin Link: Development Download Link: Keymacro
is free. VST Plugin is free. All images are used for illustrative purposes. "I highly recommend this plugin for anyone who wants to create custom filters" - Grant Heath, Analog Factory "This plugin is awesome. It has so much more flexibility than the commercial plugins that
I’ve used in the past." - Ben Curtis, Produkt Audio Studio Technical Information In addition to VST, AU, RTAS and Audio Units plugin, Keymacro can be purchased as Audio Units VST plugin and host application. This means that you can plug Keymacro into the host
application and have its functionality extended, e.g. by using a multi-track recorder to edit the individual tracks. You can also use an audio interface and Keymacro to control the settings in real time. Keymacro can be used to create custom filters on a per-track basis. For
example, by using notched filters or high and low pass filters. It can be used to create the desired filters by clicking the desired ranges. And lastly, it can be used to create filters on a per-project basis by using a multi-track recorder. You can either have a multi-track
recording and save each track in a separate project or use an external multi-track recorder. There is a “Generate” option that allows you to create the desired filters. Once created, the filters can be stored in the project 2edc1e01e8
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IIEQ Pro is a free plug-in based on IIEQ. It is an advanced EQ plugin that uses real-time equalization. The idea of the plugin is that the user is able to shape the equalization curve with a mouse or a keyboard. To obtain a sound that is as close as possible to the original, the
user should do several adjustments. IIEQ Pro can use the standard A.S.P.E.Q. presets or the user can load his own pre-sets. IIEQ Pro is different from other EQ plugins in the fact that it uses the built in IIEQ oscillators as a source. IIEQ Pro has four filters: pre-amplifier,
power amplifier, attenuator and virtual band pass. These filters can be combined in different ways: filter by frequency band, audio sources (p/n/z) or in pass-by-pass configuration. Use IIEQ Pro: 1. Select the tool you want to use 2. Pick a reference frequency 3. Choose an
option (classic or IIEQ) 4. Pick the tool and the tool is selected IIEQ Pro has three different sections, which are called tools: - The envelope tool - The peak tool - The shelving tool The tools are used to draw: - The envelope - The peak and the shelving How to use IIEQ Pro
You can draw the envelope in two different ways: using a control of a mouse or a keyboard. The draw controls are: * Draw: a block of the envelope * Thresh: the threshold for a peak * Draw Overshoot: the amount of time, in seconds, the envelope will be drawn * Draw End
Overshoot: the amount of time, in seconds, the envelope will be drawn * Draw Color: you can chose the color of the envelope (white, red, black, blue) * Draw Color Transparent: you can choose the color of the envelope and the tool can be still visible * Slide Thresh: the
threshold for a peak * Slide Thresh Overshoot: the amount of time, in seconds, the envelope will be drawn * Slide Thresh End Overshoot: the amount of time, in seconds, the envelope will be drawn * Slide Draw: the amount of time, in seconds
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What's New In IIEQ Pro?

An extremely easy to use, powerful and fast version of IIEQ for VST and AU. The Invert, Equalise and Peak functions work in almost any application. Use the options to save, load and save as presets. Main features: - Extremely fast (5 times faster than the official IIEQ VST
plugin) - Sound good even at a low sample rate - Large screen help - Ability to use dB values for peaks and inversions - Import presets from IIEQ - Ability to save and load presets - Ability to save and load as presets - A4 version - Ability to select the distance for both
inversions and peaks - A1 and A2 versions - Several other fixes and bugfixes IIEQ Pro 4.3.1 & 4.4.0 Features: -Added an import function for the EHX EQ presets -Added an option for the type of the biquads - Added preset save/load function - Fixed a bug where the EQ
display values are not being saved - Added the scale label option to the presets menu - Fixed the "Show Scales" checkbox being displayed as unchecked when it's checked - Fixed the "Show Scales" checkbox not being checked when it's checked - Fixed the vertical size of
the interface when it's set to 100% IIEQ Pro 4.3.0 & 4.4.0 - Added an option to ignore the A-B cross talk - Added a free A-B cross talk EQ algorithm that does a better job of it IIEQ Pro 4.2.0 - Added an option to display the decibel value of peaks and inversions in any display
position - Added several bugfixes to work around a few problems with the preset menu IIEQ Pro 4.2.0 - Added a few options to display the value of the peaks and inversions in the GUI, i.e. in the settings dialog and the options dialog, not just on the waveform IIEQ Pro 4.1.0
- Added an option for the type of the biquads - Added a switch to disable the overall EQ IIEQ Pro 4.1.0 - Added an option to turn off the oscillators for the T1 and T2 preamp - Added an option to turn off the active preamp - Added an option to change the switch positions
IIEQ Pro 4.0.0 - Added an option to turn off the overall EQ and to turn on the preset monitor - Added an option to turn off the oscillators for the T1 and T2 preamp IIEQ Pro 3.3.0 - Added an option to turn off the double frequency cross talk filter
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System Requirements For IIEQ Pro:

Minimum: OS: Windows 7/8/8.1/10 (64-bit) Processor: Core 2 Duo 2.0Ghz (or equivalent) Memory: 1GB RAM Graphics: NVIDIA GeForce 460 with 256MB of video RAM DirectX: Version 9.0 Hard Drive: 40GB available space Sound Card: DirectX Compatible sound card
Additional Notes: The game is DirectX 11 compatible. Recommended: OS: Windows 7/8/8.1/10 (64
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